SUMMER ACTIVITIES IN MADRID
In the summer, the Madrid Tradicional Taekwon-do Association and his instructors
continue with a lot of activities.
The firts one, Alejandro Veyssiere (IV Dan) y Francisco Espeche Arcorace
(III Dan) moved on the 23th of June to Benalmadena, Malaga, to
made a Master Class of competition sparring, training, strategy
and tactic aspects. This meeting took place in the sport complex of
the Municipal Sports Patronage of Arroyo de la Miel. Also
collaborated Maximiliano Montiel Giammarini (I Degree) and his
students.
The second one, the AMTT continued with the formation activities,
Gabriel Leske (I Dan), who live in Palma of Mallorca,
travelled to Madrid at the end of September to participate
in
eight
hard
and
intensive
work training sessions with Alejandro Veyssiere. In this
time all the technical and competitive aspects of taekwondo were treated. In this way, the work of patterns, different
type of model sparring, special and power techniques,
competition sparring, tactic and strategy, personal defence,
teaching methodology and promotion of taekwon-do and
much more. Also, Gabriel Leske participated in the special
training sessions of Carlos Martin, FITE President, where
also came other instructors of the AMTT. Also Gabriel
Leske was invited to the Francisco Espeche Arcorace
Classes, and he could practice with all the Madrid
Taekwon-do practicioners.
To close the summer activities the high
belts of Madrid made several training
sessions to work and investigate the
technical aspects of the black belt category,
and to analyze all the knowledge alter the
participation in the last International
Seminary of Grand Master Choi Jung Hwa,
in Napoli (Italy), where they came the last
may.
Alter the holidays, the Madrid students
return to work in the first days of
September, a good number of students in
class and a lot of illusion in the next
season. To make this possible the
instructors, students and competitors of
the AMTT assumed to participate in the
next National FITE Congress 2005 and the
selective trainings to made the nationals
team.
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